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FOREWORD

Fall 2018 Symposium: All on Board? Board Diversity Trends Reflect Signs of Promise and Concern

Lisa M. Fairfax*

ABSTRACT

This Article argues that while there is considerable reason to be optimistic about the possibility that board diversity efforts will create meaningful change in the number of women who occupy board positions, that optimism must be tempered by certain trends suggesting that the board diversity effort will continue to confront challenges. The recently enacted California law mandating board diversity has the potential to significantly increase board diversity not only at those companies that fall within the law’s purview, but also with respect to other companies that may be motivated to increase their board diversity efforts as a result of the legislative and public sentiments symbolized by the law. Legal challenges, however, may mute the law’s impact and reach. Then too, empirical trends as well as direct support and activism from a broad array of influential members of the investment community, including the three largest asset managers, BlackRock, State Street, and Vanguard, are strong indicators of the potential for meaningful change related to board diversity. Empirical trends, however, also reveal that board gender parity continues to be a difficult, if not elusive, goal. Additionally, recent surveys reveal that many cor-
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porate directors and members of the investment community continue to question the role and purpose of women on boards and thus still remain skeptical about the value of women board members and board diversity efforts. Hence, any optimism associated with board diversity efforts must be tempered.
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Introduction

On November 1, 2018, in conjunction with The George Washington Law Review, I hosted a conference on Women and Corporate Governance aimed at exploring the role and impact of women in the corporate governance landscape. The conference explored the role and impact of women on boards, in the C-suite, on the judiciary, and as regulators. This Article focuses on women on the board of directors and argues that while there is considerable reason to be optimistic about diversity efforts at the board level and the possibility that those efforts will create meaningful change in the number of women who occupy board positions, there remains some cause for caution and concern.

In recent years, there has been considerable support from many different sources generating significant momentum around gender diversity on corporate boards. Perhaps more importantly, members of the investment community have engaged in specific direct action aimed at pressuring corporations to diversify their boards. Those actions appear to have translated into increased board diversity and there are many signs suggesting that such an increase will continue in the future. Nevertheless, there are some trends suggesting that the
road ahead will continue to feature barriers that may impede the quest for advancement in this area.

Part I of this Article focuses on the recently enacted California law mandating board diversity and offers some thoughts about the potential impact of that law. Part II demonstrates the various reasons for optimism about board diversity by pinpointing the empirical trends as well as the support and direct action being embraced by an array of participants in the investment community. Those trends and actions strongly suggest that meaningful progress may be made in the area of gender diversity. Part III offers some notes of caution, pinpointing several reasons why the current focus on board diversity may not necessarily yield the kinds of results anticipated by its supporters.

At the outset, it should be noted that this Article, like the conference, only focuses on gender diversity or diversity as it relates to the presence of women on boards. This Article, however, acknowledges that while there are advocates of board diversity who are also concerned with increasing the presence of racial and ethnic minorities on boards, much of the current momentum related to board diversity—including the recent California law—focuses exclusively on gender diversity. While one hopes that the push for gender diversity will include a push to increase the number of women directors from racial and ethnic groups, the emphasis on gender otherwise clearly excludes racial and ethnic minorities who are men. For those interested in board diversity more broadly, this exclusion may be troubling because it is not clear that increasing the number of women on boards can or is intended to lead to an increase in other forms of board diversity. From this perspective, any optimism associated with board diversity is also tempered by this concern.

I. CALIFORNIA DREAMIN’?

Any conversation about board diversity would be incomplete without discussion of the recently enacted California law pursuant to which California became the first state to impose a diversity requirement on public corporations. The new law, enacted on September 30, 2018, applies to any corporation with securities listed on a major public stock exchange and whose principal executive office is in California, even if the corporation is organized under the laws of a state other than California. Any corporation subject to the law must have

---

2 See id. § 2(a).
at least one female director by 2019. By the end of 2021, corporations with five board members must have at least two female directors, while those with six or more directors must have at least three female directors. The law enables the California Secretary of State to impose fines on noncompliant corporations of $100,000 for the first violation and $300,000 for subsequent violations.

On its face, the law could have a considerable impact on gender diversity because of the sheer number of corporations that fall within its purview and because the law would require a significant number of corporations to increase the number of women on their boards to comply with its mandate. According to a California State Senate report, there are some 761 publicly traded companies headquartered in California. This represents about 20% of all publicly traded corporations. More importantly, a significant number of corporations appear to be currently out of compliance with the law’s mandate. The legislation enacting the law stated that 26% of Russell 3000 companies based in California have no women directors on their boards, while only 12% of such companies have three or more women on their boards. Moreover, one study indicated that if the law’s 2021 requirements were in effect today, some 79% of companies impacted by the law would be out of compliance with the law. Collectively, these findings indicate that if corporations comply with the California law, the law will significantly enhance the number of women serving on public corporation boards.

Some critics of the California law, however, have strenuously insisted that it is illegal as applied to most, if not all, of the corporations to which it purports to apply, rendering the law’s impact “trivial” at best and meaningless at worst. Professor Joseph Grundfest, among

---

3 See id. The law defines female as any person who self-identifies as a woman, regardless of the person’s designated sex at birth. See id. § 2(f)(1).
4 See id. § 2(b)(1)(2).
5 See id. § 2(e)(1).
7 Current data indicates that there are approximately 3,671 public companies. See Jason M. Thomas, Where Have All the Public Companies Gone?, WALL STREET J. (Nov. 16, 2017, 7:10 PM), https://www.wsj.com/articles/where-have-all-the-public-companies-gone-1510869125 [https://perma.cc/L7JZ-A86V]. This figure represents a decline from the 1990s in which there were some 7,322 public companies. See id.
8 See Smith, supra note 6.
9 See S.B. 826 § 1(e)(3); Smith, supra note 6.
10 See Smith, supra note 6.
others, has argued that the law represents an unconstitutional violation of the Commerce Clause to the extent it seeks to apply to corporations with principal executive offices in California, but that are incorporated in a state outside of California.\(^\text{11}\) This reasoning stems from the internal affairs doctrine, which requires that the law of a corporation’s state of incorporation regulates the internal affairs of a corporation, including matters between the corporation and its officers, directors, and shareholders.\(^\text{12}\) Traditionally shareholder voting and board composition have been viewed as internal affairs.\(^\text{13}\) The Supreme Court not only has endorsed the internal affairs doctrine, but also has indicated that violations of the internal affairs doctrine constitute a constitutional violation of the Commerce Clause.\(^\text{14}\) In *CTS Corp. v. Dynamics Corp. of America*,\(^\text{15}\) the Supreme Court suggested that so long as a state only sought to regulate the internal affairs of the corporations it created, the state’s regulations would not run afoul of the Constitution.\(^\text{16}\) The corollary to such suggestion is that state efforts to regulate corporations incorporated outside of the state *would* run afoul of the Constitution. Based on this logic, the California law can be viewed as unconstitutional to the extent that it seeks to regulate the internal affairs of corporations incorporated outside of California.\(^\text{17}\) In other words, as Grundfest asserts, the law is unenforceable, at least with respect to those corporations incorporated outside of California.\(^\text{18}\) If this assertion is accurate, it would dramatically decrease the number of corporations impacted by the law, amounting to what Grundfest calls “trivial gains” in the number of women appointed to boards as a result of the law.\(^\text{19}\)

Other legal challenges have the potential of rendering the law wholly irrelevant. Indeed, it is also possible that the law could be challenged on Equal Protection grounds. In fact, California’s own legisla-

\(^\text{13}\) See *CTS Corp. v. Dynamics Corp. of Am.*, 481 U.S. 69, 89 (1987) (indicating that shareholder voting rights reflected an internal affair or otherwise a matter regulated by a corporation’s state of incorporation); Grundfest, *supra* note 11, at 3.
\(^\text{14}\) See, e.g., *CTS Corp.*, 481 U.S. at 78; *Edgar*, 457 U.S. at 645–46.
\(^\text{16}\) See id. at 89.
\(^\text{17}\) See Grundfest, *supra* note 11, at 3.
\(^\text{18}\) See id. at 4.
\(^\text{19}\) See id. at 2, 6.
tive analysis conceded this possibility.\textsuperscript{20} Moreover, Grundfest insists that the possibility of an Equal Protection challenge poses a serious threat to the evolution of the affirmative action doctrine.\textsuperscript{21} In Grundfest’s view, such a threat, particularly when weighed against the potentially trivial benefits associated with the law, renders the law especially problematic.\textsuperscript{22} Even without this attendant threat, if an Equal Protection challenge is successful, the law would be struck down in its entirety, ensuring that no corporation would be required to increase diversity on their board as a result of the law.\textsuperscript{23}

To be sure, California has indicated that there is a path forward for the law despite these legal questions. On the one hand, it is entirely possible that corporations potentially subject to the law or organizations acting on their behalf are gearing up to challenge the law’s legality. While acknowledging the possibility of legal challenge, the California law’s sponsors nevertheless appeared to believe that the law would be able to survive such challenges.\textsuperscript{24} The law’s sponsors, thus, insisted that there are many internal matters governed by California law that nevertheless impact the internal affairs of corporations incorporated outside of California.\textsuperscript{25} Moreover, while the law’s sponsors acknowledged that the law could confront a “difficult challenge” in seeking to overcome constitutional concerns, the sponsors did not concede that defending its constitutionality would be impossible.\textsuperscript{26} On the other hand, it also seems plausible that corporations would be reluctant to openly challenge the law because such a challenge could create the risk of backlash by supporters of diversity and gender equity. For example, the public outcry and negative publicity after Amazon, Inc., opposed a proposal from shareholders aimed at promoting the consideration of diversity in the board nomination process caused Amazon to quickly change gears and agree to adopt the proposal even without a shareholder vote.\textsuperscript{27} Amazon’s example highlights the poten-

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{21} See Grundfest, supra note 11, at 7.
\textsuperscript{22} See id.
\textsuperscript{23} See id. at 2.
\textsuperscript{24} See Assembly Judiciary Committee Report, supra note 20, at 8.
\textsuperscript{25} See id. at 6; Grundfest, supra note 11, at 3.
\textsuperscript{26} See Assembly Judiciary Committee Report, supra note 20, at 7. Grundfest also insists that the impact of a challenge on equal protection grounds poses a tremendous collateral risk for the affirmative action doctrine, giving its opponents the opportunity to significantly undermine that doctrine and its efforts at ensuring diversity. See Grundfest, supra note 11, at 7. As a result, Grundfest insists that any gains made by the law would come at significant risks. See id.
\textsuperscript{27} See Hallie Detrick, Amazon Had Opposed a Requirement to Interview Diverse Board
\end{flushright}
tial for backlash and serves as a cautionary tale for companies that would oppose board diversity efforts, and thus begs the question regarding whether companies would be willing to challenge the California law and risk such backlash at all.

Even if the law is challenged and ultimately invalidated, it remains possible that the law nevertheless will prompt corporations to enhance their gender diversity efforts. Notably, notwithstanding these legal questions, participants at the conference—several of whom are directly involved with organizations that promote board diversity efforts—maintained that some organizations focused on board diversity had already received inquiries from companies in California about how best to diversify their board.28 These inquiries suggest that the law has motivated corporations to at least consider enhancing board diversity. These inquiries further suggest that the increased attention on board diversity generated by the law may encourage corporations to increase gender diversity on their boards.

It is also possible that the law will have an impact on gender diversity beyond those corporations directly covered by the law. This is because California’s actions may prompt more companies to diversify their board in order to demonstrate their commitment to gender diversity efforts, to avoid any unwanted attention, or otherwise to forestall any efforts from their own legislature.29

California’s actions could also encourage other states to take action, thereby enhancing diversity efforts on a broader scale. Other states have pending legislation related to board diversity, including Illinois, Massachusetts, and Pennsylvania.30 To be sure, the possibility or reality of a legal challenge could discourage these and other states from following California. These other states, however, do not have

---


29 See, e.g., Detrick, supra note 27.

the same mandate as California and hence may not raise the same legal concerns.\footnote{31}{See id.} In addition, if the California law is successfully challenged, it could provide a road map for other states relating to how best to craft legislation aimed at board diversity.

The law also could prompt federal action, which would have broad repercussions for diversity efforts. Indeed, there are companion bills in the House and Senate related to board diversity.\footnote{32}{See Howard Dicker et al., \textit{D.C. Speaks Up: A Push for Board Diversity from the SEC and Congress}, W\textsc{e}il (Feb. 8, 2019), https://governance.weil.com/featured/washington-d-c-speaks-up-a-push-for-board-diversity-from-congress-and-the-sec/ [https://perma.cc/94TR-SA4P]. The bills would require public companies to disclose data related to the racial, ethnic, and gender composition of its board as well as whether the board has a policy aimed at promoting board diversity. See id.} While the Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC") already has a provision requiring corporations to explain whether or not the company considers diversity as a factor in its nomination process, there have been several efforts aimed at pressuring the SEC to enhance its board diversity measures.\footnote{33}{See Ning Chiu, \textit{Congressional Lawmakers Push SEC Chairman to Focus on Board Diversity Disclosure}, \textit{Harv. L. Sch. F. on Corp. Governance & Fin. Reg.} (July 6, 2017), https://corpgov.law.harvard.edu/2017/07/06/congressional-lawmakers-push-sec-chairman-to-focus-on-board-diversity-disclosure/ [https://perma.cc/H7SE-Y4NA].} Apparently in response to recent trends in this area, the SEC issued new interpretations related to board diversity disclosures.\footnote{34}{See Dicker, supra note 32.} Even if these efforts prove unsuccessful, they could nevertheless spur more corporations to enhance their board diversity efforts.

Finally, it is entirely possible that California’s actions could spur increased shareholder activism in this area. Grundfest insists that shareholder activism offers a superior approach to the California law because it could have a broader reach without the legal issues and attendant risks associated with the California law.\footnote{35}{See Grundfest, supra note 11, at 8.} This is because shareholder activism can be nationwide and thus not limited to California, but also because shareholder activism has proven successful with respect to other matters.\footnote{36}{See id.} However, it is important to note that sometimes successful legal challenges can spur shareholder activism related to the challenged issue. For example, in 2011, the D.C. Circuit overturned a “proxy access” law aimed at enhancing shareholders’ voting rights by giving shareholders the right to nominate director

\begin{footnotes}
\footnote{31}{See id.}
\footnote{32}{See Howard Dicker et al., \textit{D.C. Speaks Up: A Push for Board Diversity from the SEC and Congress}, W\textsc{e}il (Feb. 8, 2019), https://governance.weil.com/featured/washington-d-c-speaks-up-a-push-for-board-diversity-from-congress-and-the-sec/ [https://perma.cc/94TR-SA4P]. The bills would require public companies to disclose data related to the racial, ethnic, and gender composition of its board as well as whether the board has a policy aimed at promoting board diversity. See id.}
\footnote{34}{See Dicker, supra note 32.}
\footnote{35}{See Grundfest, supra note 11, at 8.}
\footnote{36}{See id.}
\end{footnotes}
candidates of their choice on a corporation’s proxy statement. Soon after, proxy access became the most popular issue around which shareholders engaged in activism and their activism led to a steep rise in the number of public corporations that adopted proxy access. Eventually shareholder activism related to proxy access became so intense that corporations began voluntarily adopting proxy access provisions prior to any proposal or shareholder vote. Importantly, the dominant proxy access provision adopted by public corporations essentially mirrored the one struck down by the D.C. Circuit. While proxy access and board diversity are two very different issues, the experiences with proxy access at least suggest that it may be possible that the spotlight and attention associated with the California legislation and any legal challenges not only could encourage greater shareholder activism around the issue, but also could encourage boards to enhance their diversity efforts as a result of such activism.

Ultimately, it is likely too soon to tell how the California law will impact board diversity efforts. At the very least, however, the law has stimulated further conversation about board diversity and how best to increase the number of women on boards. Moreover, the law serves as a tangible sign of the increased momentum associated with efforts aimed at increasing the number of women serving on corporate boards.

---

40 Compare id. at 6 (noting that most companies that adopted a proxy access provision opted for a “3/3/20/20,” which has become the market standard and, in relevant part, calls for three percent ownership for three years), with Bus. Roundtable, 647 F.3d at 1147 (vacating an SEC rule that mandated the same).
II. A Change Is Gonna Come?

Even if the California legislation has no impact on board diversity efforts, there is considerable reason to be optimistic about the potential for other factors to meaningfully enhance the number of women directors on corporate boards. This optimism stems from the growing support for board diversity, particularly among influential shareholders and their advocates. It also stems from the fact that these supporters have adopted specific strategies aimed at increasing the number of women on corporate boards. As Grundfest insists, the adoption of these strategies is critical to the success of any activism in this area.\footnote{See Grundfest, supra note 11, at 8.}

Optimism also stems from the fact that corporations have been responding to these strategies by stepping up their diversity efforts. Finally, this optimism stems from the empirical trends which bolster the notion that shareholder activism and other organized efforts to promote diversity have translated into important changes in overall board composition. This Part highlights these trends and changes.

A. Coalitions of Support

One reason for optimism around the potential for meaningful change related to board diversity is the growing support for board diversity from corporate stakeholders with the ability to significantly influence corporate behavior. Most notably, the three largest asset managers have been very vocal in their support of board diversity.\footnote{See Liam Kennedy, Top 400 Asset Managers 2018: 10 Years of Asset Growth, IPE (June 2018), https://www.ipe.com/reports/special-reports/top-400-asset-managers/top-400-asset-managers-2018-10-years-of-asset-growth/10025004.article [https://perma.cc/PNY9-52RZ] (identifying BlackRock, Vanguard, and State Street as the three largest asset managers).}

In 2018, BlackRock, Inc., the world’s largest money manager, stated publicly for the first time that the companies in which it invests should have at least two women on the board.\footnote{See BlackRock, Proxy Voting Guidelines for U.S. Securities (2019); see also Sarah Krouse, BlackRock: Companies Should Have At Least Two Female Directors, WALL STREET J. (Feb. 2, 2018, 2:06 PM), https://www.wsj.com/articles/blackrock-companies-should-have-at-least-two-female-directors-1517598407 [https://perma.cc/G8A3-RU64]; Cydney Posner, BlackRock Advocates that At Least Two Women Be on Each Company Board, COOLEY PUBCO (Feb. 6, 2018), https://cooleypubco.com/2018/02/06/blackrock-advocates-that-at-least-two-women-be-on-each-company-board/ [https://perma.cc/4RY7-G5UH]; Claire Zillman, These Are the 12 Fortune 500 Companies with Zero Women on Their Boards, FORTUNE (May 22, 2018), https://fortune.com/2018/05/22/fortune-500-companies-women-boards/ [https://perma.cc/4DAC-U9TR].} Larry Fink, BlackRock’s CEO, also publicly announced his intention to emphasize the
importance of board diversity when engaging with public companies. In 2017, The Vanguard Group (“Vanguard”), the world’s second largest asset manager, posted an open letter to directors of public companies indicating its expectation that boards focus on gender diversity and noting that whether a company had exhibited meaningful progress on board diversity over time would impact Vanguard’s engagement and voting.

State Street Global Advisors, Inc. (“State Street”), the third largest asset manager, has been one of the first to visibly and vocally support board diversity. In 2018, State Street published new voting guidelines stating its expectation that boards include at least one female director. In 2017, State Street planted a Fearless Girl statue across from Wall Street’s Charging Bull statue both as a tangible symbol of its support for gender diversity and as a signal of its increased commitment to ensuring that companies diversify their boards.

This visible and vocal support both individually and collectively has the potential to significantly influence the behavior of a considerable number of corporate boards. As the world’s largest asset manager, BlackRock owns a stake in almost every publicly traded company and is the single biggest shareholder in many of those companies. In fact, BlackRock owns at least five percent of more than half of all publicly traded companies. Thus, BlackRock can and does wield significant influence in its role as both shareholder and asset manager. In recent years, observers have noted that BlackRock has almost outsized influ-

45 See BlackRock, BlackRock Investment Stewardship’s Approach to Engagement on Board Diversity 1 (2018).
48 See Zillman, supra note 44.
50 See Zillman, supra note 44.
52 See McCoy, supra note 51.
ence over public companies.\textsuperscript{53} Indeed, many outside of the investment community may have never even heard of BlackRock or otherwise may not fully appreciate the power it has as the world’s largest asset manager.\textsuperscript{54} Those within the investment community, however, fully appreciate that BlackRock’s position not only enables it to command the attention of almost any public company board, but also to have considerable sway over the decisions made by those boards.\textsuperscript{55} In this regard, BlackRock’s ability to wield significant influence over the market and public corporations renders its vocal support of board diversity very significant. BlackRock’s decision to emphasize the importance of boards having at least two women directors is especially significant because while many other large investors have expressed general support for board diversity, few have articulated a specific number, and none have articulated a number beyond one.\textsuperscript{56} Like BlackRock, Vanguard and State Street have a sizeable stake in many public companies and thus their support, particularly coupled with BlackRock’s, has the potential to meaningfully move the needle on corporate behavior as it relates to board diversity.\textsuperscript{57} Collectively, the support from the three largest asset managers dramatically increases the potential for change given their collective ownership in the public market as a whole and hence their collective ability to both directly and indirectly influence the behavior of public corporations and their boards.

This support for enhanced gender diversity on boards appears to be shared by the investment community more generally, thereby increasing the potential that such support will translate into corporate change. A 2018 Ernst & Young LLP survey revealed that over 80% of asset managers, public pension funds, and other investors believed that boards should focus on ensuring that boards have “the right mix of members, including [having] women.”\textsuperscript{58} Consistent with these sentiments, some of the largest public pension funds have expressed their

\textsuperscript{53} See id. (noting that “perhaps no company in the world now has greater reach and influence over financial markets and governments”).

\textsuperscript{54} See The Rise of BlackRock, supra note 51 (noting that BlackRock’s name “rings few bells outside” the financial community).

\textsuperscript{55} See id.

\textsuperscript{56} See Krouse, supra note 44 (noting that investors that advocated for board diversity have “stopped short” of articulating a specific number).

\textsuperscript{57} See Zillman, supra note 44.

support for ensuring that corporations increase the number of women on their boards.\textsuperscript{59} In addition, the two largest proxy advisory firms also have publicly stated their support for board diversity and have published voting guidelines aimed at encouraging corporations to diversify their boards.\textsuperscript{60} Proxy advisory firms’ support of board diversity is important because such firms have the ability to influence corporate behavior as such firms advise public corporations regarding how best to vote their shares and, in some cases, also advise corporations about appropriate corporate governance practices.\textsuperscript{61} Even employees have demanded that boards increase their diversity efforts.\textsuperscript{62} The fact that a broad array of participants in the investment community have expressed their support for ensuring that boards diversify increases the possibility that public companies will feel compelled to respond to that support by enhancing their board diversity efforts. Thus, this broad array of support is a positive sign that such enhancements will occur.

Importantly, board members themselves have begun to profess a desire for diversity. A Price Waterhouse Survey found that 94\% of directors expressed the belief that board diversity added value to the boardroom.\textsuperscript{63} A 2018 Spencer Stuart survey of S&P 500 boards found that 62\% of board nominating committee members said that their highest priority in board recruitment was locating a woman board member, while 74\% of such members said that board diversity was an issue that the nominating committee needed to address over the next three years.\textsuperscript{64}

These expressions of support from board members are pivotal because the board in general, and nominating committee members in particular, bear responsibility for identifying, recruiting, and nominating new board members.\textsuperscript{65} Their expressions of support therefore in-

\textsuperscript{59} See Sullivan & Cromwell LLP, supra note 39, at 4.


\textsuperscript{61} See Sullivan & Cromwell LLP, supra note 30, at 44.

\textsuperscript{62} See Detrick, supra note 27 (noting that pressure from Amazon employees had a significant impact on Amazon’s decision to embrace a rule requiring it to consider at least one woman or minority for each board opening).


\textsuperscript{65} See Nicholas J. Price, What Is the Role of the Board Nominating Committee?, Diligent
crease the likelihood that general sentiments related to the appropriateness of board diversity will translate into meaningful change in board composition.

B. From Rhetoric to Reality

The increased optimism around the potential to enhance board diversity also stems from the fact that these key stakeholders have moved beyond mere vocal support to tangible action. These actors have engaged in a variety of actions aimed at ensuring that corporations increase the diversity of their boards. The available evidence suggests that these actions are yielding results in a number of important ways.

1. Engaging on Diversity

In recent years, key stakeholders have stepped up their engagement efforts related to board diversity. The three largest asset managers have clearly revealed their desire for enhanced engagement related to board diversity. After erecting the Fearless Girl statue, State Street launched a Fearless Girl campaign focused on pressuring public companies to diversify their boards. Vanguard’s open letter addressed to directors of public companies is also an example of its efforts to engage with public companies. BlackRock sent letters to all of the companies in the Russell 1000 (around 300 companies in total) with fewer than two women on their boards “asking them to disclose their approaches to diversity and to establish a timeframe for improvement.”

Other entities have similarly enhanced their engagement efforts. Thus, two of the largest public pension funds, California Public Employee’s Retirement System (“CalPERS”), the largest public pension fund in the United States, and the California State Teacher’s Retirement System (“CalSTRS”), sent letters to hundreds of companies asking them to address the issue of board diversity. CalPERS alone sent letters to more than 500 companies who lacked gender diversity on
their boards asking them to address how they planned to remedy such a lack.\textsuperscript{71} In 2017, the third largest public pension fund, the New York City Comptroller (“Comptroller”), who makes investment decisions on behalf of the pension funds for New York City employees, began a focused campaign to increase board diversity, known as the Boardroom Accountability Project 2.0.\textsuperscript{72} Pursuant to this Project, on September 8, 2017, the Comptroller sent letters to 151 of its portfolio companies—80% of which are in the S&P 500—asking them to publish standardized annual disclosures on their board diversity.\textsuperscript{73} The Comptroller’s decision to focus on board diversity is particularly notable because of the success the Comptroller has had with altering board behavior in other contexts. In 2014, the Comptroller launched its first accountability project, Boardroom Accountability Project, which focused on getting companies to adopt proxy access—the ability of shareholders to access the company’s proxy statement in order to nominate candidates of their choice.\textsuperscript{74} The Project was extremely successful, resulting in a significant number of corporations adopting proxy access.\textsuperscript{75} If the Comptroller experiences similar success in its board diversity efforts, the Comptroller’s diversity Project 2.0 could have a tremendous impact on increasing the number of women on public company boards.

More broadly, the decision of each of these corporate actors to engage with corporations on the issue of diversity is remarkable because shareholder engagement with corporate boards is a relatively new phenomenon. Indeed, two decades ago, the idea of shareholder engagement was almost non-existent because boards and shareholders simply did not engage.\textsuperscript{76} Today, engagement is on the rise and has become the new normal.\textsuperscript{77}

\textsuperscript{71} See id.


\textsuperscript{73} See SULLIVAN & CROMWELL LLP, supra note 30, at 19; GOVERNANCE INSIGHTS CENTER, supra note 63, at 20; Kohn, supra note 72.

\textsuperscript{74} See SULLIVAN & CROMWELL LLP, supra note 30, at 19.

\textsuperscript{75} Indeed, from 2014 to 2018, we have gone from only a handful of companies with proxy access to more than 60% of S&P 500 companies with proxy access bylaws. See Kohn, supra note 72; 2016 PROXY SEASON REVIEW, supra note 38, at 4–5.

\textsuperscript{76} See Lisa M. Fairfax, Mandating Board-Shareholder Engagement?, 2013 ILL. L. REV. 821, 827, 832.

\textsuperscript{77} See EY CTR. FOR BD. MATTERS, ERNST & YOUNG LLP, 2018 PROXY SEASON REVIEW (2018).
relatively finite amount of time and thus a limited agenda pursuant to which shareholders must make a choice regarding the issues to prioritize and thus the issues around which they will engage.\textsuperscript{78} Indeed, some corporations have complained that they have found it difficult to gain an audience with shareholders in order to engage.\textsuperscript{79} Conversely, shareholders have indicated that they have had to make difficult choices about which corporations they will engage.\textsuperscript{80} From this perspective, the fact that, among all of the corporate issues from which they could choose to engage, shareholders have chosen to prioritize engagement related to diversity is remarkable.

2. \textit{Withholding the Vote for Diversity}

Investors also have waged “withhold the vote” campaigns designed to pressure corporations and their directors to increase gender diversity on their boards.\textsuperscript{81} A withhold the vote campaign is a targeted campaign pursuant to which shareholders either vote no or withhold their vote against particular directors in order to pressure such directors to step down, to signal dissatisfaction with some corporate action, or to otherwise pressure directors to take a particular action.\textsuperscript{82} In the context of board diversity, withhold the vote campaigns directly target corporations and directors deemed to have failed to appropriately address gender diversity on their boards.\textsuperscript{83} In 2018, State Street implemented new guidelines stating it would vote against the entire slate of board members on the nominating committee of any company that failed to have a single woman on its board and failed to engage in successful dialogue related to board diversity.\textsuperscript{84} BlackRock also announced that it would vote against directors on boards that have not made meaningful progress on board diversity.\textsuperscript{85} Public pension funds have adopted similar policies. CalSTRS announced that it would be
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holding the entire board, and not simply members of its nominating committee, accountable for a lack of board diversity. CalPERS also stated that it would consider withholding votes against directors who failed to appropriately respond to the lack of diversity on their boards. Proxy advisory firms have also stepped up their actions in this area. Both Institutional Shareholder Services (“ISS”), the largest proxy advisory firm in the country, and Glass, Lewis & Company (“Glass Lewis”), the second largest proxy advisory firm, which together advise on voting decisions related to about 97% of board meetings, indicated that they would recommend votes against the nominating chair of the board of any Russell 3000 or S&P 1500 company with no women on their boards.

These campaigns have led to an increase in withheld votes targeting directors based on their lack of actual diversity or lack of effort to increase diversity. For example, in 2018, State Street voted against directors at 581 companies that lacked a single female director because, in State Street’s view, those companies had inadequately addressed gender diversity on their boards. CalPERS withheld votes from 271 directors at companies that they believed had not improved their diversity efforts. BlackRock also voted against directors at five companies that failed to effectively address their board diversity concerns.

These examples of the increased use of withheld votes related to board diversity are consistent with broader trends. Indeed, votes against directors on boards that lack women directors have more than doubled since 2015. Votes against chairs of nominating committees have increased the most, followed by votes against committee members and votes against the entire board. Hence, the average withheld vote against a director is about three to four percent. By comparison,
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in 2018, directors targeted for the lack of diversity on their boards have received withheld votes on average of 15%, 11%, and 5.6% respectively.\textsuperscript{95} Withhold the vote campaigns can be an important mechanism for encouraging corporations to increase the number of women on their boards. Both anecdotal and empirical evidence reveals that withhold the vote campaigns lead to changes in corporate behavior.\textsuperscript{96} Evidence suggests that a high percentage of withheld votes, even if significantly less than a majority, can influence board behavior, prompting boards to take a variety of actions in response to withhold the vote campaigns.\textsuperscript{97} Hence, relying on these campaigns to promote board diversity also has the potential to encourage more boards to change their policies with respect to diversity.

3. Shareholders Proposing Diversity

Shareholders also have been using the proposal process to advance gender diversity. Federal law allows shareholders to submit proposals on the corporation’s proxy statement requesting that companies take certain actions.\textsuperscript{98} Such proposals are then voted on by other shareholders.\textsuperscript{99} There has been an upward trend in the number of shareholder proposals related to board diversity, and most of these proposals request increased disclosure related to board diversity.\textsuperscript{100} Shareholder proposals are another important tool that could impact corporate behavior related to diversity. On the one hand, shareholder votes on shareholder proposals are nonbinding.\textsuperscript{101} Thus, even when shareholder proposals receive a majority of the shareholder vote, corporations are not required to implement them.\textsuperscript{102} Importantly, very few shareholder proposals related to board diversity re-
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ceive a majority of the shareholder vote.\textsuperscript{103} For example, only two shareholder proposals related to board diversity passed in 2017, whereas none passed in 2018.\textsuperscript{104} The fact that shareholder proposals are nonbinding and rarely receive a majority vote may suggest that such proposals are not very significant. Shareholders, however, use the proposal process to gain the attention of corporate boards and other shareholders regarding issues they believe to be important, and to encourage corporations to take action with respect to those issues.\textsuperscript{105} From this perspective, even when shareholder proposals receive less than a majority of the vote, they can be a crucial mechanism for highlighting the importance of an issue. In some cases, corporations do in fact respond to proposals even when they receive less than a majority of the vote.\textsuperscript{106} Indeed, the vast majority of shareholder proposals related to board diversity are withdrawn before they come to a shareholder vote.\textsuperscript{107} Typically, when a shareholder proposal has been withdrawn, it suggests either that there has been increased engagement related to the subject of the shareholder proposals or that the corporation has come to an agreement to take action related to the proposal.\textsuperscript{108} Hence, the large rate of withdrawn proposals strongly indicates that corporations have responded to such proposals and that such proposals are playing a role in moving the needle related to board diversity.

4. Proxy Contests, Proxy Access, and Board Diversity

Proxy contests can also be used by shareholders to highlight and encourage board diversity. A proxy contest is a public company election contest pursuant to which shareholders nominate and run a slate of directors different from those nominated and supported by management.\textsuperscript{109} Last year, for the first time in recent history, a majority
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female slate of directors was elected in a director election contest.\textsuperscript{110} Importantly, the challenging shareholders ran their campaign with an explicit focus on gender diversity by emphasizing the fact that the company, Destination Maternity, only had three women directors in its 25 year history.\textsuperscript{111} The challenging shareholders’ slate included three women and one male.\textsuperscript{112} Along similar lines, some have suggested that the Comptroller may seek to use the proxy access right to advance issues associated with board diversity.\textsuperscript{113}

Proxy contests and proxy access could have an important impact on increasing board diversity. As an initial matter, as was the case with Destination Maternity, a successful proxy contest is one of the most effective ways of altering board composition because it serves to replace the existing board. In this regard, if shareholders are willing to use the proxy contest to advance gender diversity, it can have a direct and immediate impact. Indeed, it has long been understood that director elections and elections for corporate control represent one of the most important mechanisms for influencing board behavior because election contests threaten board seats.\textsuperscript{114} Such elections help ensure that directors act in the interests of shareholders by threatening those directors with losing their seats. Using proxy contests and director elections, therefore, could have meaningful implications for influencing board behavior related to board diversity.

5. The Yield for Diversity

Overall, the increase in support, engagement, and targeted campaigns related to board diversity appears to have resulted in increased diversity on boards. As a result of State Street’s efforts, more than 300 companies added a female director to their board, while another 28 companies have pledged to do so.\textsuperscript{115} Moreover, in 2018, State Street noted gender diversity improvements at over 150 companies targeted
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by State Street or with which it had otherwise engaged. Additionally, 49 of the companies targeted by the Comptroller’s Office elected women or directors of color, while 24 companies publicly committed to including a woman and a person of color in their candidate pool for every future board search. This evidence reveals that these targeted campaigns have made a difference, bolstering the notion that the current environment of increased focus on board diversity will yield significant results. The next Section highlights empirical evidence supporting this notion.

C. Diversity by the Numbers

As an initial matter, the vast majority of large public corporations already have at least some gender diversity on their board. As of 2018, more than 99% of S&P 500 companies had at least one woman on their board. In 2017, 97.6% of Fortune 500 companies had at least one woman on their board. In the first quarter of 2018, 80% of Russell 3000 companies had at least one female director. As one commentator has noted, these figures reveal that “[t]he all-male board is entering endangered species territory.”

Many of these companies also have moved beyond a single female director on their boards. As of 2018, 87% of S&P 500 boards had two or more women on their boards, up from 80% in 2017. Moreover, 49% of S&P 500 boards have three or more women on their boards. There are three or more women on 33% of Fortune 500 boards. In addition, 29% of S&P 1500 companies have three or more women on the S&P 1500 board. Importantly, these numbers reflect an upward trend. For example, the number of S&P 500 companies with two or more women grew by seven percent from 2017 to
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2018, while the number of such companies with three or more women on the board grew by 14% from 2015 to 2017.126

In recent years, there also has been a growing and record number of new female board members, a key indicator that the increased support for board diversity has resulted in tangible results. According to a study by Heidrick & Struggles, 2017 was “the biggest year for board appointments of women since the firm started tracking [such] data in 2009.”127 In addition, 2017 was also “the biggest year-on-year increase . . . ever recorded,” as well as “the largest absolute number of female appointees.”128 “[W]omen accounted for 38.3% of all newly named directors at Fortune 500 companies in 2017 . . . .”129 Hence, in 2017, of the 358 available board seats within the Fortune 500, 137 went to women.130 This trend is mirrored at other companies. In 2018, women comprised 40% of the newly appointed directors at S&P 500 companies, a record.131 Women of color accounted for nine percent of new directors at S&P 500 companies, up from six percent in 2017.132 Both of these figures represented record increases. Women also accounted for 35% of new directors in the Russell 3000.133 These increases are cause for considerable optimism and suggest that the mounting support for board diversity has led to mounting numbers of women occupying board seats.

The data also indicates that a growing and record number of first-time board members are women, revealing an important expansion of the pool of diverse board members. Women accounted for 40% of all first-time board members in Fortune 500 companies.134 In 2018, wo-
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men similarly accounted for 46% of all first-time board members at S&P 500 companies, while women of color accounted for 11% of first-time directors.135

The growth in women as first-time board members is a pivotal component of the effort to diversify boards. Obviously, the increase in first-time female board members is important because it reveals an increase in the overall number of women serving as board members. However, it is also important for ensuring that the pool and pipeline for women directors is robust. Historically, it was often the case that the same women occupied multiple board seats.136 Hence, even when the number of seats held by women increased, the overall number of women holding those seats did not increase.137 The rise in the number of first-time women directors is critical because it indicates not only that the number of board seats held by women is expanding, but also that the overall pool of women from which boards are choosing to occupy those seats is expanding.

Similarly, the growing number of directors who are not current or prior CEOs is a reason for optimism related to increased board diversity. There are very few legal requirements associated with being a board director and none of those requirements mandate that a director have a particular employment background.138 Historically, however, many companies had a strong preference for directors who were current or former CEOs, and thus many companies relied heavily on that criteria when seeking to fulfill board seats.139 As a result, that criteria became a de facto requirement for many director positions. Such a requirement is a significant impediment for women because women represent only a very small fraction of people who hold such CEO positions.140 For example, in 2018, women held five percent of
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CEO positions at S&P 500 companies, and just under five percent of such positions at Fortune 500 companies, which represented a 25% drop. In 2017, there were no black women CEOs of Fortune 500 companies. And as of 2018, only two women of color occupied CEO positions at Fortune 500 companies. Hence, focusing on CEOs as the primary pipeline for directors seriously impedes board diversity efforts. Currently, however, companies appear to have reduced their focus on such officers when engaging in their board recruitment efforts. The percentage of new directorships filled by current or former CEOs fell to 47% in 2017, down from 50% in 2016, and 55% in 2013. Similarly, only 35.5% of newly appointed S&P 500 directors were current or former CEOs. This trend further bolsters the notion that the current climate will yield meaningful results related to board diversity.

III. SOME NOTES OF CAUTION

To be sure, as the preceding Section suggests, there are many reasons to be optimistic about the possibility of enhanced board diversity.
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That optimism, however, must be tempered by some trends suggesting that the board diversity effort will continue to confront challenges.

As an initial matter, there are still many companies that have no gender representation on their boards. There are still 12 Fortune 500 companies and 585 companies in the Russell 3000 with no women on their boards. These trends suggest that there are some companies at which board diversity efforts have had no impact.

Then too, empirical evidence indicates that board diversity efforts are more difficult at smaller companies. Again, that there are more companies with all-male boards in the Russell 3000 reveals that the complete absence of gender diversity is more prevalent outside of the top 500 companies. Similarly, a 2018 study revealed that 50% of Russell 300 companies had one or no women on their boards. The study noted, “Big Companies Get it. Small Companies Don’t” and discussed how smaller companies tend to be less diverse than larger ones. For example, women hold 25% of the board seats at Russell 100 companies, compared to 21% at Russell 101 to 1000 companies, 17% at Russell 1001 to 2000 companies, and 13% at Russell 2001 to 3000 companies. In addition, not only is the percentage of women on boards outside the S&P 500 smaller than at S&P 500 companies, but also the disparity in gender diversity between such companies appears to be increasing over time. For example, the gap between board gender diversity at the S&P 500 and the remaining companies in the Russell 3000 went from 5.4% in 2009 to 8% in 2017. As one commentator noted, “[w]hatever pressures are driving female representation at the upper end of the market-cap range, they are much weaker at the lower end of the range.”
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smaller companies are just now reaching the level of board diversity already achieved by their larger counterparts.\textsuperscript{155}

Even corporations that do have female board members are a long way from gender parity. As one commentator has noted, women represent 51% of the population—and represent roughly 50% of the United States labor force, hold 50% of managerial and professional positions, and earn more than 50% of bachelor’s and master’s degrees\textsuperscript{156}—but occupy barely a fraction of seats in the vast majority of boardrooms.\textsuperscript{157} Indeed, only 10 S&P 500 boards (that is, two percent) have 50% or more women on their boards.\textsuperscript{158} Similarly, as of early 2018, only three Fortune 500 boards had reached gender parity or better.\textsuperscript{159} This lack of parity on specific boards is reflected in an overall lack of parity. The portion of all Fortune 500 seats held by women in 2017 was just 22.2%, which is an increase of only 1.2% from 2016.\textsuperscript{160} Women of color only account for five percent of total Fortune 500 board seats.\textsuperscript{161} Women only hold 24% of board seats on S&P 500 boards, a two percent increase from 2017, and a six percent increase from 2013.\textsuperscript{162} Women only represent 22% of directors at the largest 200 companies.\textsuperscript{163} From any perspective, these figures reveal that public company boards are a long way from gender parity.

In addition, the rate of increase associated with gender representation on boards has been relatively slow.\textsuperscript{164} “In 2003, women held 13.6% of available board seats at Fortune 500 companies.”\textsuperscript{165} In 2018, 22.5% of such seats were held by women, which represents only a nine percent increase over 15 years.\textsuperscript{166} If this rate of increase remains the
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same, gender parity may not occur until 2063. To be sure, there has been an acceleration in the rate of increase in recent years. As a result of this acceleration, one firm has predicted that women will reach parity by 2025.\textsuperscript{167} Even that firm, however, acknowledges that its prediction depends on whether or not the rate of increase will remain the same or contract over time.\textsuperscript{168}

Reaching gender parity may prove difficult for several reasons. First, the fact that the number of newly appointed women directors has risen dramatically, but the overall percentage of women directors increased only slightly may indicate that the vast majority of newly appointed female directors are replacing other women on boards.\textsuperscript{169} Alternatively, it could be that companies are expanding the size of their boards in order to achieve some level of diversity. Achieving diversity in this manner may prove less controversial because women cannot be deemed to be displacing men. It ensures, however, that the overall percentage of women holding boards seats remains relatively low, while also making gender parity especially difficult to reach.\textsuperscript{170}

Second, turnover on boards continues to be low.\textsuperscript{171} This means that those seeking to diversify must either expand the number of overall board seats or wait until there is natural board turnover. As other commentators have noted, low turnover on boards makes “moving the needle on boardroom diversity . . . difficult.”\textsuperscript{172}

Third, “not all corporate ears are attuned to the cries for more female directors”;\textsuperscript{173} that is, not everyone is on board with board diversity. For example, in its statement opposing a shareholder proposal related to board diversity, Amazon stated that adopting a rule requiring consideration of diverse candidates for board seats “would not be an effective and prudent use of the Company’s time and resources.”\textsuperscript{174} While Amazon eventually capitulated, its original stance underscores the notion that boards continue to be reluctant to focus on board diversity.\textsuperscript{175}

Echoing this sentiment, a Price Waterhouse Survey found that while 94\% of directors indicated a belief that board diversity added value to the boardroom, 48\% of directors believed that share-
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holders are too preoccupied with diversity, and 52% of directors believed that diversity efforts resulted from political correctness. Moreover, 56% of directors believe that board diversity results in nominating unneeded or unqualified directors. The discrepancy between those professing to believe in the benefits of diversity and those indicating that such efforts result from political correctness strongly suggests that many directors may be professing a belief in diversity based on shareholder pressure or public perceptions rather than an honest belief in diversity. It also suggests that many directors would not focus on board diversity in the absence of such pressure or perceptions.

Fourth, some surveys indicate that board recruitment practices serve to undermine board diversity efforts. Thus, notwithstanding the empirical trends suggesting a movement away from an overreliance on executive experience, survey data indicates that such experience continues to play a dominant role in the board recruitment process. According to a 2017 Deloitte study, 90% of board members would see a candidate without executive experience as unqualified to serve as a director. In addition, almost 90% of boards believe that current or retired CEOs are the most effective board members. This data suggests that the promising statistics about the reduction in board members who serve as CEOs may not be permanent or sustainable, thereby undermining the board diversity effort. Finally, boards too often rely on recruitment and selection processes that reinforce a lack of diversity. For example, the Deloitte study also revealed that boards source a majority of their candidates from other boards within their own industry. As the survey suggests, this process favors candidates with board experiences and reinforces the lack of diversity within the board ranks. The beliefs and practices highlighted in the study explain the gap between a board’s professed support for board diversity and the actual board diversity results. They also underscore the fact that board diversity efforts may continue to face hurdles.
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Finally, gender parity may be difficult to achieve because it may not necessarily be the goal of most board diversity advocates. Importantly, and with the exception of the California law which appears to have a parity component, stakeholders who are pushing for gender diversity have not been pushing for gender parity. Indeed, other than BlackRock’s insistence that corporations have at least two directors, most other board diversity advocates have merely pushed for diversity without emphasizing a specific number. To be sure, many groups have emphasized the importance of having more than one female director. This emphasis often stems either from research related to critical mass and hence the importance of having more than one person from a diverse group in order for diversity efforts to be effective, or from empirical evidence suggesting a correlation between the presence of multiple women (generally at least two or three women) on the board and important financial results. The fact that the research on which diversity advocates have cited and relied does not emphasize parity may mean that these diversity advocates are satisfied with something short of parity. While this does not undermine the optimism associated with the potential for board diversity effort to yield meaningful results, it does suggest that those results may not translate into gender parity.

Additionally, it is not altogether clear whether, and to what extent, diversity advocates have made the case for gender parity on boards. On the one hand, diversity advocates clearly have relied on empirical evidence to highlight the lack of gender parity, while simultaneously appearing to make gender parity a goal. On the other hand, when those advocates advance arguments in favor of parity, those arguments often appear to focus on the importance of achieving critical mass or diversity more generally, or the presence of “more” women or “at least three women” on the board. Such arguments do not necessarily require parity. To be sure, there are many reasons why
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gender parity is important, including that the lack of parity may reflect unconscious bias or discrimination. It is still unclear if the case for parity itself—as opposed to some form of diversity with critical mass—has been made. The lack of such case may be at least one reason why achieving gender parity on boards continues to be difficult.

IV. CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

There has been considerable momentum associated with board diversity as it relates to gender. For those who have been pushing for board diversity for decades, this momentum is refreshing because it suggests that there may finally be meaningful increase in the number of women on corporate boards. And in fact, many factors suggest that an increase may be possible. There is a growing consensus on the benefits of board diversity and that consensus has caused a broad array of market participants, including some of the most influential members of the investment community, to support board diversity and to bring their considerable influence to bear in the push for board diversity. Investors have expanded their tactics, relying on both direct engagement as well as specific campaigns. These investors target corporations and their directors based on their lack of board diversity as well as their failure to engage around the issue of board diversity. And the empirical trends appear to be positive. Most notably, there is at least some evidence indicating that boards may have relaxed their reliance on practices that posed the most challenges for the recruitment of women directors.

Not all the news, however, is good. Indeed, while the empirical evidence suggests that some boards are moving away from recruitment practices that disadvantage women, many boards continue to use them, suggesting that such practices will continue to pose a long-term problem. Survey data also indicates that directors may not be as convinced of the benefits of board diversity as the rest of the community. Given their significant role in the board nomination process, such data represents a source of concern for board diversity efforts.

Finally, the pursuit of gender parity on boards may prove particularly challenging. In fact, it is not at all clear that any of the major advocates of board diversity believe that gender parity is the goal of board diversity, or otherwise have made the case for gender parity itself. Hence, even as progress is made with respect to board diversity, parity may continue to be an elusive goal.

[https://perma.cc/K4F9-62YE].